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If you own a smaller boat, here is a 
neat trick. Carry plastic tarp and an 
assortment of bungee straps Fig. 1, large 
enough to cover your boat. Quickly 
unfold it and using some ropes to guide 
it, slide it under the boat. In effect, you 
create a large waterproof bag under the 
entire hull. Use the rope and bungee 
cords to securely fasten the tarp to 
the deck cleats so the tarp forms a 
waterproof bag, then start bailing. With 
the tarp securely held in place by the 
bungee cords, the water you bail out 
will stay out, since the tarp will prevent 
any additional water from entering. 
Now that you are safely afloat, you can 
assess the damage and think about how 
to safely get to shore. Summon help 
and have them SLOWLY tow you to 
shallow water where you can find a 
ramp or beach the boat and prevent 

it from sinking. If you use the tarp 
trick, do not start the engine, since the 
propeller will tear the tarp and become 
fouled.

Typically, you can find these large 
reinforced plastic tarps at home 
improvement or tool stores where they 
are used to cover damaged roofs. Buy 

one large enough to cover your entire 
boat with some room left over. Fold it 
up and store it and some bungee cords 
and parachute cord in a 5 gal. plastic 
pail, fig. 2, which then becomes your 
crash kit. The bucket can then be used 
to bail. Take the time to review and 
practice the tarp deployment procedure 
with your crew in case you should ever 
need to employ the tarp. 

Having a selection of tapered 
hardwood plugs has long been a 

     Suppose you hit a submerged log and ripped 
a jagged hole in the bottom of your boat. What 
would you do????

     First, Stay Calm! Get everybody in their life 
preservers, and then summon help.

     Second, assess the damage and take 
immediate steps to keep from sinking.  Stuff 
some cushions or spare life preservers into the 
hole to slow the water. Head to shallow water. In 
most cases, it is better to beach the boat rather 
than sink it.

CRASHKIT
By  B i l l  Hancock  
Ass i s tan t  Ed i to r

Fig. 1 – Blue tarp and Bungee straps can be used 
to create a waterproof bag under your boat 

and temporarily prevent water from 
entering while you bail out the 

water and plan your next 
move.

Fig. 2 – A square 
plastic pail works well 
as a place to store 
your crash kit and 
doubles as a bailing 
bucket. The square 
bucket seems to work 
better since they 
store well and can 
get in tighter spaces 
when used to bail.
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standard practice for boaters. In the event of a hull puncture, locate the hole 
then take an appropriate size plug and drive it in the hole. While it may not 
stop the leak entirely, at least it will slow it down and make it manageable.

 As a final note, if you see yourself ultimately losing the battle, tie a boat 
fender to a long line then tie the other end of the line to the boat, before it 
completely sinks. Now, at least you will be able to easily find the boat when it 
comes time to salvage it.

It should go without saying but try to stay in water that is free of underwater 
hazards. Try to acquire and up to date chart and examine it for underwater 
hazards such as submerged pilings, sunken boats or rocks. Unless you are 
familiar with the area, the best bet is to stay in the marked channels. Leave the 
exploring to those with local knowledge. If you are forced to leave the channel, 
reduce your speed.

Happy Boating

Fig. 3 – As a last 
resort, if you can’t 

save your boat 
from sinking, a 
simple plastic 

fender attached 
by a long line to 
the boat can be 
used as float to 

mark the location 
of a sunken boat, 

making it easier to 
retrieve.

Tapered hardwood plugs – in the event of a hull puncture, locate the hole then take 
an appropriate size plug and drive it in the hole. 


